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THIS WEEK
What is state capacity, 

where does it come from?

Approaches to improving capacity

Wonk out about tax collection



STATE CAPACITY



AN OLD DEBATE



What kinds of things are states 
“supposed” to do?

Security, war (coercive capacity)

Enforce contracts

Need money to pay for all this! 
(fiscal capacity)

Public goods, infrastructure



COERCIVE CAPACITY

Ability of state to monopolize 
violence through police, 

military

Weak coercive capacity —> 
rebel groups, crime, 

revolutions



LONG AGO…
Early states became more “capable” in 

order to wage war

Extremely expensive wars —>  
invest in tax collection

Tax collection —>  
large administrative apparatus



First income tax in the US?

Signed by Lincoln, during Civil 
War, to fund war effort, because 

Union was broke!



EVEN LONGER AGO…
Common wisdom: humans transition to 

agriculture b/c more food, less risk 

Yet fossil record shows people worse off: 
poor nutrition, shorter, etc.

Transition to agriculture basically slavery 
imposed by warlords

State formation is driven by “taxes”



Sort of counterintuitive:  
people in poor countries pay too little in taxes

This is because states in the developing world are too weak 
or have little incentive to collect them

What is (broadly) Bräutigam arguing about 
the quality of taxation in the developing 

world?



So you need tax money to build capacity, but 
need capacity to collect taxes…

‘No underdeveloped country has the manpower resources or the money to 
create a high-grade civil service overnight. But it is not sufficiently recognized 
that the revenue service is the ‘point of entry’; if they concentrated on this, 

they would secure the means for the rest’ (Kaldor, 1963) 



Latin America collects (relatively) little in 
taxes



What are taxes for?

Infrastructure + investment

Transfers and redistribution

Central to other forms of state capacity



Taxes used to fund infrastructure, education, health



Why is so little tax collected in Latin 
America?

Part of answer is a very narrow tax base: 
little capacity to tax income and assets

In LAC, only ~10% is registered tax payer; 
~60% in developed world



Income and assets are hard to tax, even in 
rich countries

Data problem: need accurate information 
on citizen’s economic activities

Enforcement problem: need bureaucracy to 
verify and go after people

Especially challenging in Latin America



“SHADOW” ECONOMY

~ 50% of all workers are informal 
(in Honduras, Guate ~ 70%)

No payroll, no record of payment, 
mostly cash businesses

Huge variety of jobs: not just 
street vendors



THE LAND PROBLEM

Property taxes based on value, but 
land cadasters in LA are woefully out 

of date or missing

In Colombia, approx. 60% of land is 
untitled or missing from state records



THE PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEM

Tax productivity = actual tax 
collected / nominal tax

Low productivity = lots of allowances/
loopholes



THE OFFSHORE PROBLEM

Weary of taxes and expropriation, 
elites hide wealth abroad



Large corporations, wealthy 
individuals use accounting 

loopholes to lessen tax burden

Transfer pricing:  
Colombian coffee co. sells to 

Costa Rica subsidiary, low price 

Costa Rica subsidiary sells to 
USA at artificially high price

Whatever this is



$31 billion, just from 
trade mis-invoicing



LA countries collect < 1/5 of personal income 
taxes that OECD countries collect



Property and income too hard to go after, so Latin American 
countries are relying more on Value-Added Taxes (VAT)



What are VATs? And what’s attractive about them?
Basically a sales tax, but at every stage of 

production

10% Sales tax:  
Baker buys flour for $1,  

Sells bread to bakery $3,  
Bakery sells bread for $4 

10% tax = 40 cents

10% VAT:  
Baker buys flour for $1 (tax = 10c),  

sells bread to bakery $3  
(tax on value added $2 = 20 cents),  

bakery sells bread for $4  
(Value added tax = 10 cents)  

Total = 40 cents

Easier to tax companies instead of people (fewer)



VAT collects the same amount as a sales tax

The trick is that each person in the chain has an 
incentive to report income

When baker buys flour, it’s in their interest to 
report to tax authority so they can reduce their 

own tax burden

That gives tax authority info on flour producer’s 
income



Wow! awesome!

So what’s the problem?

Like sales taxes, VATs are very 
regressive

Burden falls heaviest on 
lowest earners



Brings us to next problem, which is that tax 
structures in LA are pretty regressive

Check out post-tax Europe vs. LA…



…now look at pre-tax Europe vs. LA

EU doesn’t look so different from “most 
unequal region in the world”! Gap is post-tax!



Transfers 
 (spending that benefits 
poor at expense of rich)

Pensions + unemployment 
insurance = need formal 

employment 

What are these transfers? 
And why so regressive?

In LA, small and regressive



ALTERNATIVES?
To avoid the taxation 

headache, countries with 
valuable natural resources will 

tax them instead

But these are vulnerable to 
global market fluctuations 

and are known for corruption



TAKEAWAYS

LA governments have little capacity to collect tax

Why? Low administrative capacity, informal 
economy, low tax productivity

Taxes + transfers are regressive: poorest 
(informal) often have least access



Efforts to improve state capacity

Decentralization

Participatory budgeting



 

“THE WEEDS” ON ASYLUM

https://www.stitcher.com/show/voxs-the-weeds/episode/after-asylum-67269633

https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/voxs-the-weeds/e/67269633


What is border patrol doing now 
than it wasn’t doing before? Who’s 

job was it before?

Why do this? What’s the tradeoff?



In some ways, the Weeds episode is 
describing decentralization “in spirit”

Decentralization is a transfer of power 
further down the chain of authority

Federal —> States

Federal/States —> Cities



Decentralization reforms swept across 
developing world in 1980s and 1990s

~80% of countries with >5 million people 
undergo process





Policymakers removed from needs/interests of 
citizens

If you could somehow give citizens more control 
over policy, wouldn’t that improve governance?

THE IDEA



Push for decentralization by historically 
marginalized social movements, indigenous groups 

seeking more voice in government



What forms does decentralization take?

Political

Administrative

Fiscal

Election of previously appointed 
offices (e.g., mayors)

Assumption of federal 
responsibilities (e.g., education)

Local budgetary control 
(hold own budget)



Town A needs more education
Town B needs more water treatment

The same allotment of education and 
water treatment leaves both unhappy

Move policy levers closer to citizens to 
provide tailored, more efficient public 

services

Political = 
The mayor

Admin. = 
 The local 

government

Fiscal = 
 The local 

budget



Does it actually work?

Political scientists have mostly soured 
on decentralization



Decentralization can make regional 
inequalities more pronounced

At the limit, each jurisdiction does all tax 
collection and expenditures on behalf of 

residents

That means richer areas keep their own 
wealth, which hurts transfers



Richer cities subsidize national budgets



Some attempts to secede!





Theory of decentralization rests on citizens:  
1) being able to ID good performance  
2) reward/punish that performance 

Without this feedback mechanism, local elites 
might be able to capture these new functions

This process can generate corruption

WHY MIGHT IT NOT WORK?



All the problems common to federalism:

Unclear jurisdictions across local, national, 
regional

Local bureaucrats might be lower quality

Uneven/arbitrary regulations across regions





But then there’s participatory budgeting…

An experiment in governance beginning in Porto 
Alegre



NOW EVERYWHERE



Allocate portion of city budget to public input

People meet, debate, decide how to allocate that 
budget

Constrained choices:  
Ranking of area-specific spending (e.g., sidewalks) 
Ranking of universal spending (e.g., clean beach)



Steering committees are elected, so question of 
who ends up in them and how is very important!







Participatory budgeting is much narrower than 
decentralization

Maybe the answer is not wholesale 
decentralization, but decentralization in some 

areas?



CENTRALIZE OR 
DECENTRALIZE?

Public education

Building of highways, roads

Street cleaning


